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SUMMARY 
In the linear model Y = ~ + ! interest often centers on inference about 
e = ~~~ Procedures for inference require a criterion for estimability, an 
estimate, and the estimated variance of the estimator. This paper presents 
formulas for these qu~~tities that are fast, accurate, and have low storage 
requirements. Derivations of the formulas and a numerical example are also 
presented. 
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A matrix representation of the linear model is Y = X{? + ~ '"here ! is an 
n X 1 observation vecto:t·, X is an 11 X p matrix of krwvm constants of rank r, t3 
is a p X 1 vector of unknown parameters, and E is an unobserved random normal 
vector w.L th mean 0 and covariance matrix o2 I "1-rhere cr2 is positive and U!l..Y...nown. 
For a (p X 1) vector of constants ~' e = ~~~ is said to be estimable if and only 
if 1- is in the vector space spanned by the rows of X . Our statistical objec-
tive is to determine if e is estimable and, if so, to make inferences about e 
Statistics used for this pu.rpose are given by Searle [ 5]. The following is a 
summary of these statistics. 
The parameter e is estimable if a~d only if 
(I - (X'X)(X'X)-)~ = 0 (1.1) 
where (X'X)- is any generalized inverse of X'X • If e is estimable, then its 
best linear unbiased estimator is 
* 
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The coefficient of a2 in the variance of 9 is 
(1. 3) 
and the error sum of squares is 
Y'Y - !'X(X'X)-X'! (1.4) 
Most linear models computations are done by computer. Formulas for compu-
tation should be evaluated with respect to operation count (speed), accuracy, 
and storage requirements. Direct application of textbook formulas is not de-
si~able for several reasons. Any method where X'X is formed is potentially 
haza?dous from the standpoint of numerical accuracy. Computation of (X'X)- is 
relatively slow. If repeated values of ~ are to be processed, then both 
(X'X)(X'X)- ~!d (X'X)- need to be stored. 
~dlliken [3] gives an alternative to (1.1). The supposed advantage of his 
method is that only one nilrn:r,er :t;.;~~d be checked. How·ever, checking the norm of 
the left hand side of (1.1) has the swne property. Milliken's computational 
method requires high storage. He does not give an operation count. 
~1e objective of this paper is to present formulas for (1.1) through (1.4) 
that are fast, accurate, and require low storage. Derivations of these formulas 
are also presented. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND A PRELIMINARY RESULT 
Definition 2.1. For any k X k matrix A with real elements aij let 
£A= (i I i=l,2,···,k; aii = o} and let IA be a diagonal matrix whose ith 
diagonal element is 1 if i €of A and 0 otherwise. 
..... 
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Definition 2.2. A k X k matrix A is sai."d tbj' be layer triangular if' it is 
upper triangular, has no negative diagonal elements, and a .. = 0 f'or all i,j 
l.J 
such that i €£, A • 
+ ( )-1 For any k X k layer triangular matrix A, let A denote A + IA • A 
property of A+ is 
+ AA = I - IA • (2.1) 
To prove (2.1) observe that IAA = o, I~ = IA' and thus A = (I - IA)(A - IA) • 
Mll tiply f'rom the right by A+ to obtain ( 2.1) • 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let [X I !] denote X augmented on the right by ! There exists an ortho-
norma.l !nc.trix R such that 
R[X I !] = [ ~ J (3.1) 
'\vhP.re T is (p+l) X (p+l) layer triangular. SUch a matrix T is unique. Gentleman 
[l] gives a numerically stable method for obtaining T that has l~T st?rage require-
ments. Other methods are summarized by Lawson and Hanson [2]. 
Partition T as 
(3.2) 
where T1 is p X p • Since Twas obtained f'rom [X !] by an orthogonal trans-
formation 
• •
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. '··~ (3-3) 
and 
. t't + t·'t = y•y· •·· 
-2-=2 3 3 - - (3.5) 
~ I'li. be !! defined~ Definition 2.1. ~ ~ ~ ! p vector £! constants, e = ~ '§, 
d t ~' + wh + ( )-1 !.!!... ~ = ! T1 ere T1 = T1 - I'li . . • The following statements ~ ~· 
( i) ~ E!:":'ameter e ~ estimable if and only if 
\' 2 
'- <11=0. (3.6) 
iEPt.'li. 
(ii) If S is estimable then 
-
i.'(X'XfX'Y = .t'T+ t 
- - - 1 ~ (3.7) 
and 
(3.8) 
(iii) .!:2.!: t 3 !! given !!l (3. 2) 
Y'Y - Y'X(X'X)-X'Y = t 2 • 
- - - - 3 
PROOF. First ~re consider (i). By 3.1 and 3.2 the vector space spanned by the 
rows of T1 is the same as the space spanned by the rows of X • The rank of this 
space is r • The rank of the orthocomplement to the row space of X is p - r • 
+ + The matrix T1I'li be.s p - r linearly independent columns. By (2.1) T1 T1In. = 0 
+ and thus the nonzero columns of T1I~ are a basis of the orthocomplement to the 
' 
"",- . 
' • 
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row space of X • A vector ~ is in the rOl! space of X, and thus ~ ·~ is estimable, 
+ if and only if ~ 1 T1 IT1 = 0 1 • This condition is satisfied if and only if 
~ 2 = ~ 1 T+I T+'~ = 0 
I... '11- 1~1-
ist.'ll 
We now consider (ii) and (iii). Assume that (3.6) is satisfied. Using re-
lationships (3.3)- (3.5), (2.1) and that T~T~ 1 is a choice for (X 1X)-, substi-
tute into the left hand sides of (3.7)- (3.9) and simplify. 
4. DISCUSSION 
Most numerical problems in linear model computations are associated with 
obtaining T rather than with inverting T1 - I'JJ. • The references cited discuss 
the numerical properties of several algorithms. Computing T and all computations 
suggested by this paper may be done in approximately (p+l)2/2 floating point 
storage locations. Conventional methods must store both (X 1X)- and X1X(X 1X)-
and require about t\f.lce this amount of storage. 
For the purpose of comparing algorithms with respect to speed, we consider 
an operation to be a multiplication or a division and an addition. The standard 
method for calculating (X 1X)- is to obtain T1, .T~, and then (X'X)- = T~T~ (for 
example see [4]). Since calculation of T1 is common to both the standard method 
and the method proposed by this paper, we compare only the additional number of 
operations required. The asymptotic number of operations required for both T~ 
and T~~2 is p3 /6. For each different~ considered, (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) 
require about p2 /2 operations. The asymptotic number of operations required for 
both (X 1X)- and X'X(X'X)- is 4p3 /3 . For each different ~ considered, (1.1), 
(1.2), and (1.3) require about 2p2 operations. 
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Other matrices can be shoHn to have the same prCI~erties as T; • However, T; 
has the practical feature that i € .e'll if and· only i'f the 1 th diagonal element of 
T+. 1 1 ~s - • For this reason there need not be any storage allocated for ;(.'11 • 
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
'The preceding methods are illustrated using data from a two-way classifica-
tion model without interaction. Both factors have two levels. There are four 
observations at each combination of levels. Let 
1 1 0 1 0 45 
1 1 0 1 0 96 
1 1 0 1 0 37 
1 1 0 1 0 64 
1 1 0 0 1 85 
1 1 0 0 1 92 
1 1 0 0 1 75 
[X I Y] 1 1 0 0 1 39 = 1 0 1 1 0 53 , 
1 0 1 1 0 21 
1 0 1 1 0 68 
1 0 1 1 0 45 
1 0 1 0 1 91 
1 0 1 0 1 75 
1 0 1 0 1 64 
1 0 1 0 1 34 
and 
13 = [I! Oi O'e 8l 8a]' 
'Ihus 
4 2 2 2 2 246 
2 -2 0 0 20.5 
T= 0 0 0 0 2 -2 -31.5 ' 0 0 
81.6670 
.ot.'Ii = { 3, 5} ' 
. 
• 
\ 
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, •' ' 
- • l'"'ti'lfl· •. ' . .,.' " 
and 
-
::.. l 1 1 64.25 4 -4 -4 
,. 
i -1 0 0 10.25 
[T; I + Tl~2] = -1 0 0 0 
i -1 -15.75 
-1 0 
Suppose e ·= il + Y1 + Oa = ~'t3 where~·= (l 1 0 0 l). 
( l 1. 1. ) 
= 4 4 0 -4 0 • The parameter e is estimable since 
The estimate is 
"' + e = ~·T1~ = 64.25 + 10.25 + o 
= 74.50 . 
"' The variance of e (apart from o2 ) is 
= 3/16 • 
(\ 
+ Then .£ ' T = q' 
- 1 -
SSE is (81.667) 2 = 6669.5 . Suppose e = y1 + 0a = ~~~ where ~· = (0 1 0 0 1) . 
Then ~·T; = ~· = (0 ~ -1 0 -1) • The parameter e is not estimable since 
\ 0~ _ q2 + q2 
'- "i - 3 5 
iGl'.~ 
= (-1)2 + (-1)2 
~ 0 • 
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